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How do you manage the
various platforms you have
in your IT environment?

The reality is, the lack of commonalities across Microsoft,
Google and Apple’s ecosystems, coupled with the
unique and frequent upgrade cycles, means there is no
one-size-fits-all approach to device management.

Here’s why you should manage
by ecosystem instead:
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Windows, macOS and Chrome OS
have little in common.
All have unique workflows to provision, encrypt,
deploy, secure, update and support devices.
Mobile platforms are in the same boat: iOS,
Windows Mobile and Android. Manage devices
by ecosystem to optimize management tasks
without compromising functional benefits.
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Supporting new features
is most important for the
Apple ecosystem.

Apple users are
quick to upgrade
to the latest
features.

Why?

The upgrade process
is simple and
they want to take
advantage of the
latest capabilities.

PROOF

Users on the latest operating system
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Keeping up with updates is critical to
security and productivity.

Single pane of glass management tools struggle to
support multiple and competing maintenance cycles.
Support is often delayed by months, quarters, or worse,
never supported! Keep users productive and your
organization protected with a purpose-built solution
that supports updates to an ecosystem’s operating
systems the day they’re available.
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In fact,

82

%

82% of organizations use two
or more enterprise mobility
management solutions

SOURCE: Gartner 2017 Critical Capabilities for Enterprise Mobility Management
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Android

Don’t know
where to begin?

Industry research indicates that
the single pane of glass model
doesn’t work.

Centralize with purpose-built
service providers.

Tools for identity management, directory services
or network access should connect the dots
(instead of hoping a single pane of glass tool can
do it all). Use an integration-friendly ecosystem
management solution to connect existing IT
services and get the most from your platforms
while supporting your broader IT strategy.

Apple’s ecosystem shares the most management commonalities across its operating
systems - macOS, iOS and tvOS. The “seamlessness” of the Apple ecosystem creates
an incredible user experience that also caters to IT in an enterprise setting.

Jamf is the tool trusted by
those who trust Apple.

As the standard in Apple device management, Jamf makes it easy for you
and your organization by offering a simplified cost structure, one contract
for all your Apple device management needs, one upgrade schedule and
one number to call for expert Apple advice.

For more info, head to

www.jamf.com

